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Odometer readings from sales. Bids and final prices. Real sale descriptions. All info from Basic
Report. Odometer readings from DMV. Not enough reasons to want it? Try to click here. We give
you not only record like a car was at some auction on some date, we give you exact price how
much it was sold for, we show you pictures that were used on that auction. So will be able to
see how car looked some time ago. We guarantee that our events list contains all information
you need to make a decision about buying the car. Would like to see some examples before
purchase? Click here. We run a blog with stories about car fraud. Here are some recent stories:
Title Washing Maserati Moneypit Salvage Grand Turismo with odometer rolled back several
times within a few years. Fully fixed with suspicious odometer. Odometer changed from k mi to
k mi. Odometer rolled back after the accident. You won't get detailed list of events but you will
get all photos and other data from all sales that we have for this vehicle. When you get the
report you will get full resolution photos. Sales Insurance auctions Classifieds. Found historical
records. Last reported odo: mi. Sale Record salvage or insurance auction. We provide sales
history and maintenance records of vehicles. You can see recent sales data including sale
prices and photos, car condition, historical damages, number of owners, odometer readings,
and other important information. We also use artificial intelligence to automatically flag cars for
potential odometer rollbacks and suspicious sales activities. According to our research, there
are thousands of cars with rolled back odometer and "washed" titles on the market today. We
helped hundreds of people to save thousands of dollars. Read testimonials in reviews section.
Here are some recent stories:. Salvage Grand Turismo with odometer rolled back several times
within a few years. Two salvage auctions within a year. Salvaged several times within a year.
Basic Report. Premium Report. Similar vehicles sales records. Other vehicles sales records.
ORG is not responsible for the accuracy of any information. ORG provides all service and
materials without representations or warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied. See
Terms of Use for more details. If ever an automaker deserved a "Most Improved" award, it would
be Hyundai. Within the last decade or so, the Korean company has gone from building cars that
were the butt of cruel jokes to competent vehicles that just might be the cause of some
sleepless nights for Honda and Toyota executives. Now that Hyundai has proven it can keep up
with Japanese carmakers when it comes to producing high-quality and reliable small and
midsize cars at value prices, the company has set its sights on the large luxury sedan market
with the Hyundai Genesis. The Genesis matches up pretty closely with the Chrysler in terms of
wheelbase and overall length, but the Hyundai's exterior styling is less dramatic. If anything, the
Genesis resembles a cleaner interpretation of a Benz S-Class. A horsepower V6 is the
entry-level engine, but the bigger news is a 4. Both engines send their power to the rear wheels
through a six-speed automatic transmission. A well-tuned suspension, a full complement of the
latest luxury and safety features and a striking, high-quality cabin complete the package. With
badges removed, the Genesis could easily pass as a Lexus or Mercedes-Benz, although we
doubt many brand-conscious folks would give a Hyundai a second glance. The Hyundai
Genesis is a full-size rear-wheel-drive luxury sport sedan that comes in two trims dictated by
engine type. The Genesis 3. The Genesis 4. Most of the 4. Optional for both models is a
Technology Package that includes xenon headlights, a trip computer, front and rear park assist,
a cooled driver seat 4. The base engine is powered by a 3. The upgraded powertrain features a
4. Those figures are with premium fuel; on regular, the numbers are and , respectively. A
six-speed automatic with manual shift capability sends the power to the rear wheels in both
models. For a big luxury sedan, the Genesis is quick -- we timed the butter-smooth V8 at just 5.
Antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, active front head restraints, front- and
rear-seat side airbags and full-length head curtain airbags are all standard. Tuned more toward
the luxury end of the spectrum, the Genesis' suspension offers a soft ride with respectable
handling. The latter is surprisingly neutral -- a run through the slalom showed the Genesis to be
a little soft and slow, but impressively obedient. The electrohydraulic steering assist leaves the
rack-and-pinion steering feeling more isolated from the tires than we'd prefer, but the steering
itself is still precise and appropriate, given the scale and mission of the car. Nobody would ever
mistake the Genesis for a BMW when it comes to steering, but Infiniti or Lexus owners will find
it familiar. While a stopping distance of feet from 60 mph isn't what we'd call world-class, it's
still pretty good for a 4,pound sedan wearing all-season tires. Inside the cabin, the Hyundai
Genesis 4. Spacious, richly appointed and fully decked out with a comprehensive list of
convenience features, this Hyundai looks and feels very much like a top-line Lexus. The seats
are as comfortable as they appear, although they lack the kind of firm, highly bolstered
Germanic treatment a sport sedan enthusiast might enjoy. The instrument panel's
white-on-black electroluminescent gauges look like they came straight out of a Lexus. The soft
curves of the sweeping dashboard are complemented by an elegantly adorned center stack with
numerous climate and audio controls, many of which have more driver-friendly counterparts

either on the steering wheel or by the multimedia controller on the center console. Standard on
the V8 model and optional on the V6 is real leather trim that adorns the dash and door panels.
The trunk offers a capacity of Available styles include 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Hyundai Genesis. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Hyundai lease specials Check out Hyundai
Genesis lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Lacks brand cachet, no all-wheel-drive option, rear seat does
not fold down. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The Hyundai Genesis is an all-new model. It's Hyundai's first
rear-wheel-drive luxury car for the U. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Just bought a 3.
I was skeptical of Hyundai just like you. I wouldn't even look in the direction of this brand before
BUT in these times After driving the Genesis I was pleasantly surprised! Driveablity, Technology
and Accessories. It drove like a cream puff. Smooth "very" smooth engine and tranny with kick
when you need it. Technology available is just as good and plentiful as the rest with BMW and
Audi hand controls. Accesories you would normaly have to buy as an option is included in the
Genesis. Great value and warranty for the buck! Read less. Impressed every time I drive my
Genesis! The Hyundai Genesis Sedan is a wonderful used car. In the past I've owned big heavy
V8, rear-wheel drive cars- but the Genesis is unbelievably refined. There is little to no cabin
noise whatsoever, this is really noticeable on the highway. Nice quiet drive, smooth shifting
transmission, and plenty of power for a luxury sedan. It's not a wolf in sheep's clothing like
BMW's and Mercedes can be when optioned properly, but if you're looking for a luxury car like
the Genesis, you probably don't concern yourself with such juvenile attributes. This car is a
comfortable, quiet, smooth car that has been extremely reliable. My Genesis sedan now has ,
miles on it and it stills looks and feels like I just drove out of the showroom. If you're spending a
lot of time on the road, you'll want to spring for the optional Technology Package, Premium
Package, and Premium Plus Package. If you don't feel the need to blend in with the wannabe
BMW and Lexus drivers who finance ridiculously expensive cars that don't have half of the
options, give the Genesis a try. A car company is at it's best when it has something to prove.
Hyundai wanted to show the world that it could make a car every bit as good as the Germans
and mostly they succeeded. I looked at comparable 5 series and E class automobiles, their
quality, options and reliability records and could not see the value in the Germans higher
prices, besides the badge. A friend, who is a BMW diehard, had to admit that my Genny was
every bit as fast as his 5 series, had a nicer interior and a stereo that blew his out of the water.
It's not perfect by any means though. Not as polished as the Germans. The ride wasn't quite
sorted, and the traction control was absolutely terrible. Even when the traction control was
"turned off" it was still far to intrusive, cutting in at very inopportune times. In the year I owned
it I had no troubles with it. I would have kept it for much longer had I not been T-boned by a full
size van running a red light at 50mph! What I can say about that is I was able to walk away from
the accident with only bumps and bruises. Ride quality appears to be the most negative
comment by owners. The change in the handling and ride quality has been simply amazing. See
all reviews of the Used Hyundai Genesis. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Genesis. Sign Up.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you.
We encourage you to browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate
financing options. Prices for new Chevrolet vehicles are based GM Employee pricing eligibility.
You can also request more information about a vehicle by calling or texting us at Blue Hyundai
Genesis 3. See dealer for complete details. Description: Used Hyundai Genesis 3. Call, email, or
live chat with one of our friendly sales professionals now to schedule your test drive! Low miles
one owner super clean luxury 4 dr sedan with tow package, cold AC, Good tires. Rebuilt due to
front bumper damage. Please come by for test drive. The Hyundai Genesis is a totally new
luxury sport sedan. The Genesis rides well, ironing out most bumps with little effect on

passengers. The Hyundai Genesis is offered in two models. Both Genesis models are fine
values that deliver fine handling, a smooth ride, and willing power. The Genesis is based on an
all-new rear-wheel-drive architecture. Nowhere are the Genesis's luxury intentions more clear
than in the cockpit. The Hyundai Genesis luxury sedan offers lots of features for the dollar.
When it comes to sport sedan credentials, the Genesis is surprisingly capable. Financing
available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and in-house financing to
accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs available for first time buyers.
Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm
all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such as taxes, title and registration fees,
finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and emission testing and compliance
charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with subsidized subprime financing.
Second key, floor mats, and owners manual may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles. Our
employees are friendly and have the experience to make your shopping experience comfortable
and enjoyable. Whether you have good credit, bad credit, or no credit be sure to take advantage
of our competitive interest rates. We also have flexible terms to match your budget. Description:
Used Hyundai Genesis 4. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop
online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home.
See store for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle
to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Price assumes final purchase will be made in
GA, and excludes tax, title and tags. We will buy your car even if you don't buy ours! Best of all
the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Sapphire Blue Pearl
Hyundai Genesis 3. Odometer is miles below market average! Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim 3. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas
Cylinders 6 cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Know The Deal.
Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Just bought a 3. I was
skeptical of Hyundai just like you. I wouldn't even look in the direction of this brand before BUT
in these times After driving the Genesis I was pleasantly surprised! Driveablity, Technology and
Accessories. It drove like a cream puff. Smooth "very" smooth engine and tranny with kick
when you need it. Technology available is just as good and plentiful as the rest with BMW and
Audi hand controls. Accesories you would normaly have to buy as an option is included in the
Genesis. Great value and warranty for the buck! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Ordinarily we
try to rack up the total long-term test mileageâ€”a mere 40, milesâ€”in a year. With one key
distinction: Toyota felt obliged to establish a new marketing division to be taken seriously as a
purveyor of luxury. The question here, of course, is how Genesis quality and durability stack up
versus the established players in the prestige-sedan game. And how did we settle on , miles?
Some liked the car. The nav system, for example, drew unreserved praise from some, pans from
others. The same was true of the seats and the derivative styling. Ride quality came in for
consistent kvetchingâ€”excessive impact harshness combined with excessive body motion, not
a good combination for a luxury sedan. Body roll plus vague steering made it hard to take the
Genesis seriously versus sporty German rivals, and there were frequent complaints about the
iPod interface and the center-dash info screen, which tended to be all but invisible in daylight.
Several drivers also noted abrupt throttle tip-in, making smooth getaways tricky. The next 60,
miles produced similar results: Certainly not love-hate, but the responses were more polarized
than we ordinarily see. And as time went by, mileage accumulation slowed, as fewer staffers
signed out the Genesis for long trips. Familiarity breeding indifference? It certainly seemed to
be a contributing factor. But whatever the cause, as began winding down toward , we found
ourselves almost 40, miles short of our goal. At that point, our number-cruncher calculated that
we needed to drive only miles per day, every day, to hit the finish line on time. Yeah, right. There
were heroicsâ€”our friends Russ and David Ferguson logged miles, from Ann Arbor to multiple
California destinations and back, with a little break out West for Christmas. Online editor Jon
Yanca and a pal drove miles in three days, a trip that included a visit to the superb Barber
Vintage Motorsports Museum just outside of Birmingham, Alabama. The bottom line: Bust. The
Genesis made its end-of-term visit to the test track the next day, and we closed the books at ,
miles. During its 40K break-in, the Genesis made five scheduled maintenance stops and two

unscheduled pauses, both minor. That experience was paralleled during the following 60,
milesâ€”regularly scheduled stops every miles and infrequent unscheduled stops for minor
problems such as audio-system hiccups and a check-engine code that required an ECM reflash.
Observed fuel economy over all those miles was respectable, at 23 mpg, slotting between the
EPA forecasts 17 mpg city and 25 highway , and there were freeway stretches where the
Genesis flirted with 30 mpg. Engine performance at the end of the test was just as robust as it
was in its first test-track vis
2016 gmc canyon owners manual
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it almost 98, miles earlier: 0-to mph in 5. The final test session also provoked erratic
transmission responses, which were put right by a chip reflash at the dealer. Beyond that, the
Genesis held up well over our extended time with the car. The leather also showed the sheen
produced by many butts polishing its surface over many miles. And when we listened carefully,
we heard the hint of wind whistle coming from the sunroof and the occasional squeak from
somewhere in the dash. But there was nothing out of the ordinary for a car of its mileage. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best
EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of
View Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.

